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A new printed MIMO system with eight elements for a 5G mobile
terminal is investigated. The MIMO system consists of printed
planar inverted-F antenna elements operating at GSM1900 (1880–
1920 MHz), LTE2300 (2300–2400 MHz) and LTE2500 (2540–
2620 MHz). The antenna elements have a compact size of 14 mm ×
15 mm and are deployed on the non-metalised part of a PCB with
dimensions 136 mm × 68.8 mm × 1 mm. By only utilising radiation
pattern diversity, good isolations and envelope correlation coefficients
for both MIMO systems are achieved. The mean effective gains of the
antenna elements are also presented.
Introduction: With the wide use of mobile communication technology,
the long term evolution (LTE) has become the standard expected to
provide high data rate. Miniaturisation of terminal user equipment is
one of the trends in modern wireless communication systems, and the
thinner and slimmer designs are making it difficult for the terminal to
accommodate multiple antennas. In addition, closely packed antennas
may cause stronger electromagnetic coupling, and degrade the isolations
among antennas as well as their efficiencies. To increase the isolation
between the antennas, various methods have been proposed. The decou-
pling network between the antenna elements is one of the methods
extensively studied [1]. The decoupling network is a good solution to
increase the isolation, but at the same time it may cause antenna mis-
match and increases the difficulty in antenna design and the cost. The
T-shaped structure and electromagnetic band gap may be introduced
to increase the isolation by controlling the flow path of the current on
the ground [2]. However, these structures may introduce losses and
thus deteriorate the antenna efficiency. Suspended neutralisation strip
has also been investigated and demonstrated to be effective to
improve the isolation [3].
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Fig. 1 Geometry of eight-element MIMO system

a Detailed dimensions of antenna element
b Configuration of eight-element MIMO system
c Ground of PCB
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Fig. 2 Current distribution of dual-band antenna element

a At 1.9 GHz
b At 2.5 GHz

In this Letter, a new printed MIMO system with eight elements for a
compact and thin 5G mobile terminal is investigated. The antenna
element used in the system is a printed planar inverted-F antenna
(PIFA), which covers GSM1900 (1880–1920 MHz), LTE2300 (2300–
2400 MHz) and LTE2500 (2540–2620 MHz). By using the symmetry,
the implementation of pattern diversity is demonstrated to be very effec-
tive in reducing the mutual coupling between antenna elements, and
good isolations of more than 10 dB have been achieved without introdu-
cing additional decoupling structures. The envelope correlation coeffi-
cients (ECCs), and the mean effective gains (MEGs) have been
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obtained from the radiation patterns and good results have been
obtained.
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Fig. 3 Measured reflections for eight-element MIMO system
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Fig. 4 Measured isolations for eight-element MIMO system
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Fig. 5 Simulated and measured gain patterns of antenna elements
Eight-element MIMO system design: The antenna element of the
MIMO system is a PIFA with two resonating branches, which is
printed on an FR4 substrate of dimensions 136 mm × 68.8 mm ×
1 mm with relative permittivity 4.4 and the loss tangent 0.02. The
detailed dimensions of the antenna element are illustrated in Fig. 1a,
where A is the grounding point, and B is the feeding point. The two
branches are about one-quarter wavelength at frequencies 1.9 and
2.4 GHz [4]. The simulation results for the surface current distributions
on the antenna element at centre frequencies of the two bands are shown
in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the lower band is controlled by both
branches and higher band is mainly controlled by branch 2. The
system consists of eight printed PIFAs. Four completely symmetric
antennas 1, 2, 3, and 4 are placed at the corner of a PCB. Since antennas
1, 2, 3, and 4 have strong radiation along the x-axis, which may increase
the coupling between antennas 1 and 5, the antenna elements in the
middle are positioned so that they are perpendicular to the antennas at
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the corners to reduce the couplings (Fig. 1b). The ground of PCB is
shown in Fig. 1c.

The measured reflection coefficients of the antenna elements are
plotted in Fig. 3. The measured mutual couplings are shown in Fig. 4
and they are all below −10 dB across the bands. Note that the separation
between antennas 5 and 7 and that between antennas 6 and 8 are only
14 mm.
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Fig. 6 ECCs of eight-element MIMO system

Table 1: Antenna MEGs
Frequency
(GHz)
MEG1 (Γ = 0)
(dBi)
MEG2 (Γ = 0)
(dBi)
E

MEG1 (Γ = 6)
(dBi)
LECTRON
MEG2 (Γ = 6)
(dBi)
1.9
 −5.64
 −6.27
 −6.40
 −7.32

2.35
 −5.82
 −6.35
 −8.13
 −8.25
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Fig. 7 Measured efficiencies of antenna elements

Some simulated and measured gain patterns for antenna elements 1
and 5 are presented in Fig. 5.

The ECCs are used to evaluate the diversity performance of MIMO
antenna system [5]. In this Letter, ECCs are obtained from the
STAIMO Star Lab chamber by using two different channel models,
the uniform 3D channel model and the Verizon LTE test plan
channel. The uniform 3D channel model is used to simulate free
space, and the Verizon LTE test plan channel uses LTE-A channel
model. Transmitting signals are received by receiving antennas with a
propagation path diffused in space, either or both in delay and angle
domains. The generic MIMO channel model is applicable for all scen-
arios, e.g. indoor, urban and rural [6]. The measured ECCs are presented
in Fig. 6, and they are <0.1.

The MEG is defined as the ratio of the mean received power to the
mean incident power of the antenna. A series of reasonable assumptions
may be adopted to simplify the calculations [7, 8]. On the basis of these
approximations, the MEG can be expressed as follows
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where Gθ and Gw are the θ and w polarised components of the antenna
power gain pattern; Γ is the cross-polarisation discrimination. In this
Letter, Γ is selected as 0 and 6 dB, respectively, corresponding to an
indoor and an urban fading environment [9]. The MEGs for the
antenna elements 1 and 5 are listed in Table 1 and are obtained from
the measured data. Note that they meet the industry requirement that
|MEGi−MEGj| < 3 dB(i≠ j).

The measured total efficiencies of the proposed eight-element dual-
band printed PIFAs system are shown Fig. 7.

Conclusion: A new eight-element MIMO antenna system which covers
GSM1900 (1880–1920 MHz), LTE2300 (2300–2400 MHz) and
LTE2500 (2540–2620 MHz) for 5G mobile terminals is presented in
this Letter. The antenna elements are a printed PIFAwith two resonating
branches, deployed on a compact PCB of the dimensions 136 mm ×
68.8 mm. By utilising radiation pattern diversity, the mutual couplings
among the elements are all below −10 dB without using any decoupling
circuits. The ECCs are presented and are acquired from the STAIMO
Star Lab chamber by using two different channel models, which demon-
strate good diversity performance and low correlations. The measured
MEG ratios are also maintained close to unity in both bands. All
these results indicate that the eight-element MIMO design in the desig-
nated compact environment is feasible for 5G mobile terminal
applications.
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